Testing for alcohol sensitivity of tremor amplitude in a large cohort with essential tremor.
Improvement of essential tremor (ET) amplitude after alcohol ingestion is usually based on patient reports but a quantitative test for large numbers of patients is lacking and the percentage of ET patients with a detectable alcohol effect is therefore unknown. A validated and published alcohol home test was used in 104 ET patients. The Archimedes spiral was drawn before alcohol ingestion and at 4 time points after alcohol consumption and rated on a 10-point rating scale according to Bain and Findley. A second identical test without alcohol ingestion was performed by the same patients and evaluated by the same two raters to analyze the total variability of the spiral ratings. Alcohol reduces tremor in ET patients as a group and a rebound effect with an increase in tremor intensity was found the next morning. Sex, family history of ET, diagnosis (definite vs. probable) and medical history of alcohol responsiveness do not predict the alcohol response. The minimal detectable difference in the spiral score was 2 due to spontaneous tremor fluctuations and inter-rater differences. The test demonstrated alcohol sensitivity of the tremor in 46% of the patients. Responsivity to alcohol could only be seen in patients with spiral scores above 3. Alcohol sensitivity is a feature of ET in at least 46% of the patients. We could not find predictors for alcohol sensitivity. The minimal detectable change is 2 scores and alcohol responsivity was only detected in patients with baseline Archimedes spiral rating of ≥3.